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Logo Competition for UPT2S APP /
France Meeting: Virtual Mobility:
Due Covid-19 / European Skills
Week 2020.

1. Logo Competition for UPT2S APP created by students from Schools involved in the project.
As we explained to you in the last Newsletter, at the end of July the European partners of the UPT2S
project, agreed in their virtual meeting that it would be interesting to get their students involved in the
creation of the APP logo through an international drawing competition.
This innovative proposal allowed students to acquire more knowledge about Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) and it was a challenge for them.
This opportunity that the UPT2S Project proposed, was met with enthusiasm and motivation by the
students.
Around the second week of October, each partner of the European consortium chose their own
finalist. Therefore, each finalist had the chance to represent their country in the final of the
international competition that was carried out during the meeting of the project partners in Brest
(France), October 20th and 21st, depending on the evolution of the COVID-19.
As well, the students from UpT2S partners schools worked on the project application logo proposals,
following step by step progress to come up with the best logo that satisfies the "customer". The
students were under time pressure to perform the result like in the real world of work.

If you would like more information about the UPT2SProject, email us at
info@malvesia.org@.org or call +34 962 55 04 20

Teachers representatives from each country voted during their virtual mobility to France (Real
meeting was cancelled due COVID-19) and the WINNER WAS: CROATIAN PROPOSAL

LOGOS FINALIST
After voting in their schools we got the partners logo proposals:
SPAIN:

ESTONIA:

GERMANY:

FRANCE:

CROATIA:

We have some reactions from the Croatian students who were working on the logo proposals.
They are architectural and civil building technicians and very skilled in computer work especially in
3D programs.
David, Jakov and Matija are students from third grade and their idea was to connect the project logo
with the mobile application logo as the application is part of the projects results so these two logos
should be connected.
After brainstorming they decided that the connection between logos will be the two colors which will
be used in the logo of the project.
The Croatian partner, Srednja skola Bedekovcina, presented the four-best works on the school's
Facebook page and the school web site with an invitation for site visitors to vote for the best logo.

With 55% of the vote, our mobile app logo proposal was selected

Students are amazed by the fact that their logo proposal is the winner and especially that the winners
will get the reward; T-shirts with the logo of the project.

WINNERS!!!

2. France Meeting: Virtual Mobility: Due Covid-19.
Meeting focused on the final content about online course for trainers and discussing different
structures and items of the APP tool
Unfortunately, the transnational meeting that we had to held in Brest (France), October and 20th and
21st, was cancelled (in version face to face) due to cases of COVID-19 around Europe increasing,
with travel restrictions and local lockdowns in different areas of France. Therefore, in order to keep
safety of the teachers involved in this project and continue to develop their outputs, the partnership
decided to hold this meeting via virtual mobility.

Despite the disadvantages that are supposed when carrying out this kind of meetings via virtual, if
compared with the benefits that offer us a meeting face to face, we can say that our meeting allowed
us to advance in the main aims of the UPT2S Project.
Following the schedule planned, during the first day of the meeting the last version of the contents
developed and additional teaching material was checked by all members of the European
consortium. It was amazing team work!
Many things were improved and new concepts were included. We worked with brainstorming,
checking materials, and sharing real experiences in the training of the VET DUAL System, creating
an excellent synergy and work atmosphere.
The members of the European consortium checked everything together

The second day was focused on discussing again about the main structures of the APP and the
general and specific outputs that should be included in the evaluation tool (APP).
Furthermore, the partnership worked on the list of the technical competences and soft skills that our
students have to acquire when their internship period in company is finished.

It was very interesting to analyze different points of view of the partners. Some of them have
enormous experience in VET DUAL System and therefore their contributions were very positive in
order to improve the quality of the Evaluation APP.

It is important to remark that this ambitious APP will be an open resource that could be used by all
VET centers around Europe.
3. European Skills Week.
Under the motto “50 years discovering Green Talent”, Efa La Malvesía, once again, held the
European Skills Week last month of December. This event allowed the dissemination of the results
about the international projects which were involved, including UPT2S Project.

Despite the terrible situation due to COVID-19, this interesting project continues working on
developing its main objectives. These are the following:
The professionalization of the role of the trainer in VET DUAL SYSTEM through the creation and
implementation of different resources such as: An online course for VET DUAL TRAINERS (25
hours), the creation of an APP focused on the evaluation of the student's learning level in real time.
During this international event (the European Skills Week), the project coordinator (EFA LA
MALVESIA) presented to students, teachers and trainers involved in VE DUAL SYSTEM, all the
activities and resources developed by the European partnership during the first year of the project:
Contents of the online course: Presentation of the modules that make up the course.
First progresses about the Evaluation APP: Logos, draft about the information provided by the
APP
Project platform: Web, social networks, Newsletter.
Trainers from the company, teachers and VET students were encouraged to take part in the event,
and some of them participated in a useful and deep discussion about the needs to improve the VETDUAL SYSTEM: role of trainer, evaluation tools in both directions, work of insertion in a labor market
and improvement of the communication process of the parties involved.

The progress and results shown by UPT2S PROJECT partners was well appreciated from the target
group. They understood that this European project promotes the improvement of the quality of the
VET DUAL SYSTEM. In addition, it allows for the creation of key tools to enhance the professionalism
of the trainer's role, as a true educational agent and the improvement of the evaluation about
acquisition of skills in real time of the students during their internship in the company, as well as in
the improvement of their employability
Key Project Updates:
1. Logo App - Competition.
2. France Meeting: Virtual Mobility: Due Covid-19. Working in the Final content of online
course for trainers involved in Vet Dual System.
3. European Skills Week: Presentation the advances of the UPT2S Project during his first
year.

